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Open M-F except holidays

DashCam Auto •RECAuto •REC
Automatically record theft attempts,

vandalism, and suspicious window peepers 
using your existing Dashcam ̶ all without 

draining your car battery!

PROBLEM: Your Dashcam’s Car Security Features are BAD

SOLUTION: Add an Intelligent Car Security Interface!

RETAIL PRICE  ¥6,000
Barcode: 4571114025044

KDR-2M 30sec. after Ignition OFF or Door Lock 
or Security-ON, sensors are enabled. 
Triggered sensors power-up the 
Dashcam to make a short recording. 

No need for a separate car alarm. 
(See DR-B & DR-S below.)

CONFIGURE YOUR INTERFACE

+ + = Enabled by Ignition-OFF

¥21,000

DR-B

NOTE #1: KDR-1 replaces “Parking Mode” by cutting power to your Dashcam while the engine is OFF, only powering it on when sensors are triggered to make short recordings. 
NOTE #2: Value Packages let you choose either Silent recording or Recording with Warning Chirps to scare away prowlers. 

VALUE PACKAGES
only include

KDR-1 & MMF-2
(KDR-2M not needed)

MMF-2 triggers Silent recording, unless an optional Siren is added.

MMF-2 triggers Silent recording, unless an optional Siren is added.

Enabled by Security-ONEnabled by Security-ON
¥55,000～¥66,000

VALUE PACKAGES
TM

1460H-A, 1460H-B, 1480S-DR, 1480B-DR

¥6,000
KDR-2M

Security Interface

¥8,000
KDR-1

DashCam Interface

¥12,000
MMF-2

Radar Sensor

Car battery drains fast in continuous record mode.
G-sensors cannot detect window peepers & prowlers.
Continuous recording offers very choppy framerates.
Stops recording if car battery is old or voltage low.
Power-OFF settings < 12.0v can prevent engine starting*.
Saved recordings may be automatically overwritten!
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     CAR 
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Retail Price is in Japanese Yen.
Local Tax & Installation not included.
(No tax on shipments outside Japan)

* Many cars cannot start the engine with a battery voltage lower than 12V. If your dashcam’s auto power off setting is set to less than 12V and if your Dashcam has continuous recording
  enabled, your Dashcam’s drain on your car battery will likely prevent you from starting the engine. VISION eliminates that problem by making intelligent, short recordings.
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Enabled by Door LOCKEnabled by Door LOCK
¥24,000+ = DR-S

6,000円
KCM-1

Keyless Interface ����������������������

0569-20-5585 0569-20-5586

VALUE
PACKAGE

Product
←Info→

1480-DR 1460H-A/B

KIRAMEK



NOTE#1: All car security sensors are subject to environmentally caused false-triggers when the sensitivity is set too high. Do not set sensitivity to max.
NOTE#2: We do not recommend installing radar sensors alongside ultrasonic sensors due to possible interference. Do not install shock sensors in close proximity to radar sensors.

2-zone Radar Sensor

MMF-2

■Size:  36×50×14mm
■Avg. Current (12Vdc):  7mA

Sensor Type
Ultrasonic

Radar

Open-window Issues
Could false trigger due

 to wind blowing outside
none

Coverage
Inside Only

Radiates outside the 
window up to 1m.

Precision
HIGH, in closed
environments

LOW, in open or
closed environments

Sensitivity
Affected by air 

pressure changes
Affected by

metal objects

Reaction to Rain
none

Could false trigger

RADAR vs. ULTRASONIC SENSOR TECHNOLOGY COMPARISON

Dual OutputPRICE ¥12,000
(tax not included)

JAN: 4996327057246

D.RADAR

Dual Adjust

Sensitivity

Precision

Sensor shields the car inside and out. Only objects the size 
of a hand or arm are detected. Works even if windows or 
ragtop is down. Outside field triggers Warning Chirps. Inner 
field triggers the full siren blast. Dual sensitivity adjustments.

Usage & Selectable Modes
Because rain can false-trigger radar sensors, we re- 
commend the optional PBS-20R latch switch (or 
SB-03) so you can easily disable the sensor.
NORMAL MODE: The inner field can trigger the full 
siren blast only if triggered within 7 seconds of the 
outer field first having been triggered.
STEP MODE: Cutting the sensor’s red loop wire 
makes the sensor require 2 triggers on the outer 
field before the inner field can trigger.

• "Multiplex" means output signals are 2 different pulse lengths: >950ms = Full Siren Blast, <400ms= Warning Chirps.  
This allows you to connect the 2 output wires together, for compatibility with 3rd party car alarms that have only 1 
sensor trigger input wire. (Verify your alarm is pulse-length compatible.)

• Window film or glass with special coatings can limit the radar field outside the car.  
• Multiple radar sensors are not supported due to interference.

UNDERSTANDING RADAR SENSORS
   Radar waves pass through normal car window glass without problem, but 
ambient temperature, humidity, as well as the size and material of a moving object 
all affect the sensor’s ability to properly detect a threat. Consider the table at right 
to see how radar compares with ultrasonic sensor technology.

“DR-B” WIRING

More Wiring Info
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KDR-1
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Connect

Connect

Connect

Connect

Cigarette Plug Receptical Wire Length: 80cm

Cigarette Plug
Receptical

Cigarette
Plug

RED/GRNFUSE GRN/YEL

BLU/GRN

(+)12V

ACC

When Ignition is OFF this wire must be GND.

Sensor Input#1

Sensor Input#2

Dashcam Rec. Time
DIP Switch

Dashcam works normally while driving.
After Ignition is switched OFF, the MMF-2 is enabled 30sec. later and can then trigger recording.

MMF-2
Radar Sensor

BLK/GRN

BLK

RED

Connect

Connect

Connect

KDR-2M

GRN

GRN

YEL

Dashcam
(sold separately)

KDR-1

Output for
optional siren

(–) GND Output to KDR-1 Power Interface

ENGINE
START
STOP

“D” is the correct SW setting.
(The 5/0.5 SW is ignored.)

0.55D I

KDR-1


